Low Pressure Filters with GeoSeal® Elements

How to Build a Valid Model Number for a Schroeder GKF3:

Example: NOTE: One option per box

GKF3
1KG
Z
5
S
D5
= GKF31KGZ5SD5

Filter Model Number Selection

SAME DAY SHIPMENT MODEL AVAILABLE!

NOTES:
Box 2. Double and triple stacking of K-size elements can be replaced by single KKG and 27KG respectively. Number of elements must equal 1 when using KKG or 27KG elements.

Box 3. Replacement element part numbers are identical to contents of Boxes 2, 3, 4, and 5 combined.

Box 4. Double and triple stacking of K-size elements can be replaced by single KKG and 27KG elements, respectively.

Refer to KF3 catalog page 222 for options in boxes 6 through 10.
Please note: No-Element Indicator and Magnetic Inserts not offered.

How to Build a Valid Model Number for a Schroeder GKL3:

Example: NOTE: One option per box

GKL3
1KG
Z
5
S
D5
= GKL31KGZ5SD5

NOTES:
Box 2. Number of elements must equal 1 when using KKG or 27KG elements. Replacement element part numbers are identical to contents of Boxes 2, 3, 4, and 5 combined. Double and triple stacking of K-size elements can be replaced by single KKG and 27KG elements, respectively.

Refer to KL3 catalog page 226 for options in boxes 6 through 10.